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Looking in the Mirror of Inquiry: Knowledge in Our 
Students and in Ourselves 
aBSTr aC T
at a large, urban community college located in the northeast ern united States, 
a group of faculty interested in helping students assume agency in their own 
learning used the methodology of Collaborative Inquiry (CI) as a way to exam-
ine the factors that help or hinder this process. unexpected was the epistemo-
logical shift they underwent as a result of the CI process. The group had hoped 
to find ways to make students less passive, starting with the question “how do 
we make students into makers of knowledge?” The CI methodology, however, 
required the faculty to examine themselves and their own relationship with the 
process of knowledge- making. Through the inquiry process, which required par-
ticipants to question their own assumptions, they realized that, even though 
they considered themselves makers of knowledge within their respective fields, 
they had approached this knowledge- making process quite passively. The group 
members thus found themselves involved in a Collaborative Inquiry process that 
they hadn’t initially fully understood but which required that they become active 
makers of knowledge. as a result, members rejected many of the assumptions 
implicit in the origi nal question and began to approach the challenge of teach-
ing and learning more actively, more respectfully, and with more humility. This 
article offers a narrative of this group’s process, the conclusions they reached, a 
set of reflections, and considerations that others using the CI process for profes-
sional development oriented inquiries may find useful.
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This paper discusses the epistemological shift that a group of faculty in a large, urban 
community college experienced through an emergent process of Collaborative Inquiry 
(CI) in which we began with the question: “How can we help students become knowl-
edge makers?” This fundamental epistemological shift in understanding how we were in 
relationship with our students was foundational. Specifically, this shift was one of going 
from agent (teacher) acting on the object (student) with the question: “How can we make 
our students into knowledge- makers?” to agent (teacher) understanding him/herself in 
relationship with the fellow agent (student). This shifted our focus to questioning how 
we ourselves might need to change in order to facilitate the possibility of students realiz-
ing they can be their own knowledge makers. The basis for this shift was insight into how 
we, as members of the institutional setting in which we worked, were more similar to our 
students than we would have ever thought. This unexpected, epistemological insight was 
an impactful change in the frame of reference through which we came to reflect on our 
teaching. Our focus here is to examine the process that led to this shift and the mean ing 
that we have made of it. 
Imagine for a moment that you are a graduate student in a course exploring the peda-
gogical dynamics of transformative learning. The course was designed for small groups to 
inquire and take action on pedagogical challenges through a prescribed approach. Once 
the group had identified a common challenge and attempted to implement the method-
ology that would transform their learners’ understanding of a subject, you get the un-
easy feeling of the group “treading water” and not making progress. Transformation is 
at a stalemate. The group cannot produce the final project. Different group members are 
coming from different disciplines and different perspectives and stubbornly refuse to see 
another perspective in this transformative action group. 
What is your response to this story? The ending to this story is that we—the faculty 
co- authors of this article—are those students. We entered into a CI group at the behest of 
a respected and liked colleague, only to find ourselves foundering in a process we found 
difficult to master. Our origi nal goal was to study our students, and to determine why 
they oft en seemed so passive in the face of new knowledge. What we found was that we 
exhibited many of the behaviors we attributed to our students. The process of CI led us 
to criti cally reflect on ourselves and how we interact with each other. Through painful 
revelations and contentious meetings, we ultimately found that our assumptions about 
students and the process of learning was holding us back from becoming better facilita-
tors of our students’ learning. When we let ourselves see that we shared the problems we 
typically attribute to the students, we were able to grow as educators and begin exploring 
how we might change our practices for the better. Our focus in this paper is on how the 
experience of CI facilitated this growth. 
We begin with an introduction of CI and its underlying premises. Next we describe 
how the process unfolded in a very emergent and organic way out of a series of faculty 
development workshops. The Collaborative Inquiry that evolved from these workshops 
was pursued by a group of seven members from five disciplines: Developmental Studies, 
English Literature, Business, Library Science, and Adult Learning. The group embraced 
the spirit of CI, struggling with the challenges of engaging in inquiry, trusting that a new 
focus would emerge. 
This narrative is important to understanding how the commitment to inquiry leads 
to epistemological shift resulting in criti cal self- reflection. While the experience can be 
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looked at through a number of lenses, it is the experience of Collaborative Inquiry that 
is central to this paper. We end the paper with five key lessons learned. 
unDerSTanDIng COLLaBOr aTIVe InquIry
Collaborative Inquiry (CI) is a process through which a generative space for learn-
ing through experience is constructed by a group of collaborating inquirers brought to-
gether by a shared, compelling question (Bray, Lee, Smith, & Yorks, 2000; Yorks & Kasl, 
2002). Through engaging in multiple cycles of reflection and action around their ques-
tion the group strives to generate new insights, meaning, and knowledge. Typically, CI 
questions involve issues that are professionally developmental and socially controversial. 
These inquiries may also involve bridging social gaps and healing personal traumas. As 
the process unfolds, the inquirers engage each other in dialogue, test their assumptions, 
and make meaning of their experiences. 
Collaborative Inquiry is one of a family of action research methodologies (e.g., Green-
wood & Levin, 2007; Coghlan & Brannick, 2005; Reason & Bradbury, 2008), and rests 
on the principles of holistic learning and mutual decision- making (Heron, 1996; Heron 
& Reason, 2001; 2008; Reason, 1988) that define the umbrella category of “Co- operative 
Inquiry.” The term “Collaborative Inquiry” was adopted to indicate a more inclusive and 
general approach, as distinguished from the narrower set of procedures that define Co- 
operative Inquiry (Bray et al., 2000; Yorks & Kasl, 2002). While there are some distinc-
tions between the two approaches, those discussions are beyond the scope of this paper. 
We see both methodologies as being highly similar in terms of values, underlying theory, 
guiding principles, and epistemological approach. We use “Collaborative Inquiry” or “CI” 
to describe our own process. 
Among the core values and principles of CI is the premise that, within the inquiry 
process, power and responsibility are shared equally. Each inquirer is fully involved in all 
decisions that shape the inquiry and how it is conducted. Additionally, each inquirer ac-
tively engages in making meaning from personal experience. A range of reflective inquiry 
practices are utilized to surface experience, in clud ing presentational ways of knowing as 
well as propositional knowing.
Presentational knowing is evident in one’s intuitive grasp of significance of patterns 
of experience and expressed in graphic, moving, poetic, expressive art forms, and story. 
Heron and Reason (2008) characterize presentational knowing as follows: “[it] is made 
manifest in images which articulate” and shape what is “inchoate into a communicable 
form . . . expressed non- discursively through visual arts, music, dance and movement, 
and discursively, in poetry, drama” and telling stories (pp. 370- 371). Such expression can 
create an empathic connection with the experience of others (Yorks & Kasl, 2002; 2006). 
Presentational knowing can bridge subconscious intuitive feeling and propositional know-
ing by giving expression to felt awareness for reflection and articulation in terms of con-
ceptual meaning (Kasl & Yorks, 2012). In contrast, propositional knowing is expressed 
in intellectual statements conforming to the laws of logic, both verbal and numerical. 
These values and principles are grounded in the epistemological stance of doing 
research with rather than on people (Heron & Reason, 2001). A core principle of CI is 
that learning involves changing not just the sys tem they are working with, such as a class, 
group, function, organization, or community, but the learners themselves, as they come 
to realizations about their relationships with the dilemma or challenge that has drawn 
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these inquirers together. The underlying purpose of CI is for the inquirers to change 
themselves in how they interact with the sys tem in which they are embedded. Yorks and 
Kasl (2002) illustrate this principle as distinct from the focus of much action research. 
The authors note:
a typical action research question might be posed by a group of educational 
administrators as, “How can we improve the way that teachers use tech-
nology in the classroom?” A CI question posed by this same group of ad-
ministrators might be, “How can we improve our ability as administrators 
to influence the way teachers use technology in the classroom?” The focus of 
the action research question is on changing the sys tem directly, whereas the 
CI question focuses on the inquirers themselves as the primary target for 
learning and change. (p. 5) 
While the inquirers cognitively understand the principle articulated above, the felt 
experience of it only emerges through the inquiry process itself. For example, as part of 
an inquiry that was part of the Leaders for a Changing World initiative at the Research 
Center for Leadership in Action in the Wagner School at NYU, a group of community 
organizers came together with the shared concern that their organizing actions alone were 
not enough to sustain their action initiatives (Kovari et al., 2005). They initiated their CI 
around the question, “How can we teach people to be more strategic, conceptual, and 
creative in their thinking?” (Kovari et al., 2005). As their inquiry evolved, they came to 
realize that the problem wasn’t “teaching,” but how they conceived of their relationships 
to people in social action events. They came to realize that “strategic thinking is what 
happens between us” (p. 11). This realization is described in a comment by a member of 
our inquiry group that “People always say to us organizers ‘Tell me what to do,’ and we 
say, ‘Do this.’ We do all the strategic and creative thinking and wonder why they aren’t 
thinking strategically.” The CI participants came to understand they needed to change 
how they were in relationship to the people and groups with which they were working. 
This kind of personal insight and awareness also emerged in the inquiry described in this 
paper. While these examples seem straightforward, the experience of shifting one’s frame 
of reference— one that is embedded in a habit of mind and in one’s existing interpreta-
tion of his or her experience— can be challenging. In the words of Peter Reason (1992), 
“Good inquiry will only take place if it is disturbing in some way. A measure of a valid 
inquiry is if it changes the inquirers” (n.p.).
Many Collaborative Inquiries are initiated in a relatively systematic way, within the 
context of an institutional initiative, such as the Leaders for a Changing World program 
referred to above, or as a dissertation project (e.g., Bray et al., 2000; Mankey, 2007). In 
response to a sense of personal discomfort or dilemma, an in di vidual or group invites 
others to engage in an inquiry into the issue. Collectively, the inquirers frame the issue 
in terms of a question that can be answered through examining ‘data’ derived from their 
personal experiences. They go through the process of forming the group through creating 
the question and agreeing on the scope of the inquiry, creating the conditions for group 
learning. The group sets norms, agrees on learning practices, and decides how they are 
going to capture data. They then move on to cycles of reflection and action, with the goal 
of making meaning from their ongoing experiences. Our CI was more emergent and or-
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ganic. We journeyed from a faculty development workshop to fundamentally transform-
ing our relationships to our students and each other.
FrOM WOrKShOPS TO InquIry: unDer TaKIng CI  aT a COLLege
Framing our inquiry
The CI began with the shared recognition that students did not take agency for their 
learning. There was consensus that students expected knowledge to be ‘given’ to them. 
Participants shared anecdotes at an early meeting. Typical stories included the student 
who simply wanted writing center tutors to tell her what to write, and students who be-
gan inquiries to the research librarian with: “I don’t know what my professor wants,” or 
“I’m sorry to bother you.” Two things become clear from these anecdotes. First, the stu-
dents see their assignments as having no personal connection to their own lives; they are 
merely something required in order to pass a course. Second, the students do not think 
their questions are important enough to merit attention. We were frustrated that students 
expected to have ready answers to their research questions, rather than recognizing the 
need to synthesize information to find their own answers.
In one of these sessions, a participant articulated his question like this: “Why is it that 
students have a hard time in seeing themselves as makers of knowledge?” The question 
resonated with all of us—we wanted our students to be active learners who take respon-
sibility for their learning. Everyone in the room wanted students to identify as makers of 
knowledge—this was precisely our goal for them in college.
As mentioned above as we transitioned to the CI, our group was inter- disciplinary, 
with seven members coming from Developmental Studies, English Literature, Business, 
Library Science, and Adult Learning. All of us had graduate degrees; we were “experts” 
in our fields. We saw ourselves as “knowledge- makers” and believed that we had to train 
our students to develop the same cognitive processes and the same sense of agency that 
we had. We assumed that anybody could acquire knowledge, if they set their minds to 
it—even in new fields. And we had confidence that learning was not a difficult enterprise. 
We had been doing it for so long—from kindergarten, in fact. We simply had to pass on 
that same confidence to our students. Our facilitator, with previous experience in lead-
ing CI inquiries, served as a guide to help us articulate the inquiry question and then use 
the CI process to find an answer. Working within the paradigm of CI practice, which tries 
to get away from the subject and object reference points that are dominant in academic 
research, we carefully reworded our question: “How can students become knowledge 
makers?” By knowledge making, we meant having a sense of engagement, self- direction, 
and responsibility for their own learning.
In subsequent meetings, the group circled around this question. Through this pro-
cess of inquiry, we encountered several obstacles beyond the expected differences in ap-
proach shaped by discipline and training. Curiously enough, it became apparent that, 
before we could help students become knowledge makers and develop agency, we our-
selves had to work through psychological and intellectual barriers that inhibit cognitive 
and emotional growth. 
Almost a year passed as we met in groups every four to five weeks. Our facilitator 
played the role of a participant- observer. We oft en expected him to chair the meeting, 
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and he finally had to explain that he was not there to facilitate the group in a traditional 
sense. Facilitating a CI is different from traditional group facilitation. There is not a focus 
on actively intervening to maintain agreed upon group norms, while the actors engage 
with the group’s content agenda. As the Research Center for Leadership in Action defines 
inquiry, the facilitator allows the dynamics of the group to emerge and then encourages 
the participants to reflect on and share their oft en unspoken thoughts about what hap-
pens and how they might effectively move forward. Process and content are both part of 
the inquiry. CI is based on whole person learning and connecting and sharing feeling and 
emotion brings into the conscious dialogue underlying realizations (Heron & Reason, 
2008; Yorks & Kasl, 2002). The facilitator’s role was not to keep the group out of trouble 
but to help us get out of the trouble we found ourselves in. As our facilitator explained, CI 
is a full inquiry by all participants in the group. To be a full inquirer, one has to be able to 
take action on the emerging dynamics among the participants as they inquire into their 
question. However, he did suggest that we develop a structured agenda for each session. 
Although imposing a structure in Collaborative Inquiry may feel artificial initially, 
it may ultimately be freeing. Our facilitator suggested several practices. One was that we 
begin each meeting by first sharing our experiences in terms of actions taken since the 
last meeting. We looked at where we were, what we had tried out since the last meeting, 
and different approaches we thought we could use (Brookfield, 1980). Another practice 
was using a drawing or a metaphor exercise to explain our emotional and cognitive ori-
entation at the start of the meeting. Finally, we would simply begin discussion until the 
sharing process concluded. The goal was to get divergent experiences on the table, prior 
to making meaning and seeking convergence. 
Planning the conference
One of us suggested using a presentation at an upcoming conference to add some 
urgency and structure to the process. At the next CI meeting, we looked at the call for 
papers and began to put together our proposal. To many of us, that meeting felt like prog-
ress. We had a clear task to accomplish, and we had completed it by the end of the meet-
ing. The research design and sub- group questions were quickly outlined, with those who 
were more assertive speaking loudest. A number of the faculty involved brought their 
outside projects to the proposal and began to connect CI to other work that they were 
doing with students. Even though many of us left the room feeling that we were finally on 
track—we had met a deadline, and now we had another deadline to meet—this meeting 
precipitated the crisis that brought us together in the moment that we all agree was the 
beginning of a truly Collaborative Inquiry.
Shortly after the meeting, one of the key members abruptly withdrew from the CI 
group. She made it clear that she had felt ignored during the session in which we had writ-
ten the proposal. Where most of us had felt a sense of community and collaboration, she 
had experienced a sense of isolation and disrespect. The remaining group turned inward 
in response to her departure. At this moment, we had to carefully examine our dynamic. 
None of us wanted to go back to having no structure, nor did we want to continue with 
the same structure. After one or two meetings in which we mostly strategized about how 
best to apologize to our colleague and bring her back on board, we felt compelled to share 
our emotional responses with each other as a part of our personal process. Out of this 
experience of inner turmoil, we developed a sense of trust that started us on our journey 
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into the actual inquiry process. We all eventually realized that we could not alter our col-
league’s decision to leave. Respecting her decision to leave was an important part of the 
CI process. It also contributed to our learning. In the words of one of our colleagues in the 
group, “While her departure was disconcerting, it definitely made us more acutely aware 
of our interactions not only within the group, but also in the wider academic community. 
It also affected my view of how I interacted with people on a personal basis.” 
It was easy to have circular conversations that simply aired the same complaints 
about how our students have difficulty working in groups. How would we discuss our 
own difficulties with the same task? This experience had been something of a disorient ing 
dilemma (Mezirow, 1991) for us that moved us into a new phase of the inquiry process, 
one in which we began a process of more deeply focusing on how we were contributing 
to the student behavior we wished to change, at least in part, through our own actions. 
Changing the context would require a change on our part. This was a new focus for us, 
one very different from the more instrumental discussions oft en characterizing faculty 
committees and project teams. As will be discussed in the next section of the paper, this 
too was an emerging journey. 
A new focus
We now began to focus on the question of how Collaborative Inquiry was different 
from other types of inquiry. Our facilitator provided articles and an explanation of CI 
that demanded we develop the level of self- awareness required. It became clear that we 
would have to change ourselves in order to grow. 
As a group, we became more focused on the need for a new dynamic. This reinforced 
what we intuitively knew: in order to proceed, we needed to inquire into the interactions 
among ourselves. We could not make knowledge in our group unless we dealt with our 
own emotional barriers—all the baggage that each of us brought to the table in our inter-
actions in the group, with colleagues and in the culture of the larger institution. 
Three topics dominated our conversations: 1) our presentation at the conference; 2) 
working with our students; and 3) our interpersonal dynamics. All of these areas were in 
constant flux, and we had no clear idea of how to move forward. At a particularly conten-
tious meeting, our facilitator intervened for the first time. He suggested a structure for 
the group meetings. He suggested that, instead of having free ranging discussions with 
no beginning and end, it would be a good idea for each person to pilot new techniques 
in the classroom and then come back to report. Furthermore, when one person was re-
porting what was happening in their classroom, the others would not jump in to explain 
the cause of the student behavior, but would simply listen until the person was done. 
They could ask questions at the end of the presentation, which the speaker would note, 
but would not be compelled to answer right away. This process would enable reflection. 
We also decided that we would no longer discuss our colleague’s departure, and that we 
would separate our discussions of the conference from discussions of work with our stu-
dents. The group heaved a sigh of relief at getting some type of structure.
Our facilitator could not attend the next session. Nevertheless, the group followed 
the structure. One of us led an exercise in which one- by- one, we listed our assumptions 
regarding student knowledge and then explained how we would change our pedagogy if 
those assumptions turned out to be wrong. Then, other group members asked us ques-
tions about those assumptions. Structuring this challenge into the group dynamic elimi-
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nated resistance to more open modes of thinking and led members of the group away 
from simply reiterating familiar ideas to challenging those assumed beliefs. The process 
seemed to go very well. This was our last meeting in Spring 2012 and we closed the se-
mester with a sigh of relief.
As we moved forward, we tried to bring the collaboration into our classrooms. One 
group member asked another to present a gamified lesson he had developed for helping 
students develop a thesis for a research project. We, thus, expanded our relationships 
beyond the group to include interaction with students (and each other’s students). Per-
sonal interactions were vital in building relationships. Without these interactions, the 
relationship would not have evolved or developed. Without interpersonal interactions 
there is no affective glue to construct and cohere the relationship with another person. 
A new practice
After more than a year of the CI process, we found our interactions with our students 
and colleagues changing. One of us began to see her work quite differently: 
These reflections followed me back to the library, where they informed the 
way that I worked with my colleagues. Frequently, the issues discussed in 
CI were mirrored in the wider world. At the time, I was teaching a large 
number of library instruction classes for professors in vari ous academic de-
partments. My practice had evolved from a basic lecture to something more 
like a conversation between the students, the professor, and myself. I found 
that the more I could engage the students in the decision- making process, 
the more successful the class became. It was important to get across the idea 
that research is about the student’s own development as a scholar, a worker, 
and a complete person; it was not just an assignment that the student was 
compelled to do. I asked a lot of questions, rather than telling them what I 
wanted them to learn and tried to help them come up with their own con-
clusions. Many of the Ameri can students had gone to inner city high schools 
in which the main task of a “good” student was to stay seated and not make 
trouble. My role was to let them know that it was fine to have their own 
opinions and take direct responsibility for their education. Surprisingly, 
that process occasionally brought fairly emotional reactions from students 
that I helped. Often the speech topics they chose were based on real issues 
that they had experienced in their own lives: stop and frisk, bullying , ill-
nesses of family members, family violence, and in the case of international 
students, the sometimes troubled history of their home countries. The tech-
niques discussed in the CI articles and in our group conversations helped 
me reflect on how I could engage with students on a more equal footing. 
I discovered that when I found ways to let the students know that their 
knowledge and life experience was of equal value to mine and listened care-
fully to what they had to say, a “field of empathetic connection” (Yorks & 
Kasl, 2002, p. 185) could occur. The oil that facilitated that connection 
was most commonly humorous remarks that lightened the tone of the con-
versation. That prepared the students to open up to the more technical as-
pects of narrowing down their topic and finding credible research  
sources
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Another member of the group recounts his transformation to seeing students as fellow 
agents: 
Recently, I was teaching a vocabulary lesson in class, and after explaining 
that the words ‘moral’ and ‘immoral’ are antonyms, a student asked if 
‘amoral’ was synonymous with ‘immoral.’ I asserted that they meant ap-
proximately the same thing. The student then corrected me, explaining that 
she looked the words up the night before, and read the definitions aloud. 
Other students laughed, as they witnessed the teacher being one upped. I 
considered it an opportunity to be embarrassed but instead explained that 
I did not know the precise meanings of every word. Instead, I wrestle with 
meanings and used the context clues as my ally to fig ure out what words 
mean or at least make a best guess. I further pointed out that my students 
could use the same strategy when they face the final exam in reading. They 
will not need to know every word in every passage because I’m teaching 
them skills that they can use to work on challenging texts. If my students 
feel empowered by one upping their professor, my ego need not get in the 
way. My student felt inspired to engage in knowledge making on her terms 
and her contribution has a place. I found it invaluable to walk into the 
classroom with the same vulnerability that was promoted by the CI group. 
Putting my mask of perfection on before I enter the classroom cannot pos-
sibly help my students, and a superior attitude takes away from knowledge 
making. 
In order to help students take an active part in their learning process, we had to take 
a close look at how we engaged with each other, in clud ing our own behavior and mode 
of communication. It would be crucial to cultivate sensitivity to the perspective of others. 
While it is not hard to understand these concepts intellectually, it is much more challeng-
ing to practice the awareness necessary to put them to work. At one meeting, one of us 
described this learning process as “two steps forward, and one step back.” 
A significant barrier to the inquiry process was our interpersonal communication 
style. We would oft en intercede when colleagues expressed their concerns about what 
happened in their classroom, advising them on how to set it right. This made the par-
ticipants feel that they were being judged and made them feel extremely vulnerable. It 
directed the conversation away from inquiry. CI involves three simultaneous levels of 
inquiry: first person inquiry (awareness of one’s intentions, strategies, and sensed per-
formance); sec ond person inquiry (building inquiry into one’s interactions with others 
through mindful use of speech); and third person or sys tem level inquiry (awareness 
of the larger sys tem in which one is engaged, be it a team, department or institution). 
Torbert and Taylor (2008) emphasize that speaking- and- listening- to- others is integral 
to learning in sec ond- person inquiry. Mindful use of speech involves framing one’s inten-
tions before advocating, illustrating with descriptive examples one’s advocated points, and 
then inquiring into others thoughts and experiences with open- ended questions. When 
built into the conversation as a way of engaging with others, this mindful speech pattern 
enabled us to develop a shared mental model, helping us to articulate our assumptions 
and keeping communication on track. Torbert and Taylor (2008) further advocate that 
those engaging in sec ond- person inquiry practice these different patterns of speech to 
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gradually transform conversations from habitual repetitive conversations to dialogues. 
Over the course of the CI process, we developed this mindful use of speech pattern. How-
ever, since this type of communication style requires a high level of self- awareness and 
practice, we oft en found ourselves going back to our old mode of habitual conversation 
style, which led to conflict.
These changes in behavior and attitude may seem like easy alterations, but these were 
not easy adjustments at all. Only by going through the difficult work of self- examination 
and constantly working to implement these habits of thinking and speech were we able 
to make changes. We had to surrender our attachment to our own expertise; we had to 
stop telling each other what to do and how to be. The impulse to impose our own solu-
tions on others makes us think that transformation is easy—for other people. In practice, 
transformation is difficult because it cannot be imposed. 
Discussing the CI process at a conference seemed to illustrate this ‘empathetic con-
nection’ to a student who was sitting in on our presentation. After listening to the dis-
cussion of our process, our conflict resolution, and our change in direction, the student 
remarked during the question and answer session that she found it relieving to see pro-
fessors having to work through conflict because it meant that students were not alone in 
having to deal with conflict and doubt when communicating with peers inside and outside 
of the classroom. It might be that to students, a conflict could threaten to reveal weak-
ness, whether it pertains to communication or awareness or confidence. For the student, 
it seemed to be reassuring that faculty were willing to get their hands dirty. It made her 
feel better about the process she underwent by participating in academia at the student 
level. She benefited from hearing of our work because she could relate to our difficulties 
and vicariously share the experience. Essentially, we took off our masks, and when she 
saw us, she saw herself, which was empowering.
The awareness of the importance of relationship building with each other and our 
students had changed the way we structured our pedagogy. We had addressed our own 
dynamics, and found that in doing so, we were able to return to our initial object of in-
quiry. The group had passed through several stages in the Collaborative Inquiry process: 
Establishing professional/disciplinary perspectives/stance; reckoning with vulnerability 
and trust issues; understanding CI and establishing a structure for our inquiry; embrac-
ing the need for structure, becoming less task- oriented; and accepting each other and 
where we are as a group. Only after a lengthy process of growth and development has the 
group arrived at the brink of answering the question “How can we help students become 
knowledge makers?” We now understand that the knowledge making process is not only 
discipline- based or intellectual, but involves the psychological, emotional, and intellec-
tual dimensions of all members of the community.
COnCLuSIOnS
In looking back on the process, we discovered that we had learned five lessons, both 
about the process of Collaborative Inquiry and about our relationship to students. 
 1. Communication that is reflective offers a necessary alternative to both linear 
and circular thinking. While our efforts at Collaborative Inquiry were initially 
circular and frustrating, we did find a way to move forward in a kind of spiral— 
reflecting on the experience while structuring new experiences. Learning does not 
follow a linear path, but is oft en fraught with emotional impasse that is triggered 
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by the threats to our existing belief systems. Inquiry is the process whereby we 
begin to examine those assumptions and open ourselves to revision. At the heart 
of Collaborative Inquiry is the group interaction and communication that is key 
in the co- construction of knowledge. It is through this dynamic interactive give- 
and- take that we peel away the affective filters that oft en obscure the ‘truths’ that 
we seek.
 2. Collaborative Inquiry requires the ability to manage conflict. When we were 
asked to draw our experience of CI, one us drew a picture of looking for a needle in 
a haystack (see Figure 1). She extended the metaphor by depicting the needle and 
hay as sharp; it wasn’t just that the process felt futile at times, but that the process 
was consistently painful. Even in later stages, we had to check in with each other 
regarding frustrations and slights. Only by having a high tolerance for interpersonal 
discord were we able to work and grow. 
 3. Collaborators need to find personal meaning in engaging in a Collaborative 
Inquiry situation. In a classroom setting, collaboration can be imposed through 
the structure of the assignments, but finding personal meaning increases commit-
Figure 1. One participant’s sketch of the group CI process as looking for needles in a haystack
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ment and thereby greater accountability. We were unable to “make meaning” until 
we had a personal stake; the same is true for our students. The notion of teaching 
and learning as becoming knowledge makers creates a certain tension between a 
more traditional pedagogical approach in higher education in which the students 
are tabula rasa waiting to be written on by the experienced and knowledgeable 
professor and the more contemporary Vygotskyan (1978) approach to teaching 
learning; that learning is a dynamic interactive process through which knowledge is 
co- constructed. It is incumbent on us as professors in a community college setting 
to provide information to our students and to present and interpret the content in 
our respective disciplines. This task is oft en challenging, given the level of academic 
preparation of many of the students we serve. At the same time, the classroom has 
to provide the opportunity for interaction through which students make knowl-
edge of that content. It is a daunting task to balance class time between the pre-
sentation of content and active dynamic application of that content. Our insights 
into our own processes as knowledge makers, however, confirmed the value of a 
Collaborative Inquiry to foster personal meaning essential in knowledge making. 
Those who found personal meaning in the inquiry remained as dynamic members 
of the collaboration; those who did not find the process meaningful at a personal 
level abandoned the query.
 4. We exhibit almost all of the negative behaviors that we attribute to our stu-
dents. As we defined our query, structured our collaboration, and navigated the 
quest, we found that we exhibited some of the same tendencies, behaviors, and at-
titudes that we typically assign to students in our classes. As one member  reflected, 
For almost the first year of our inquiry, I kept waiting to be told what to do. 
I expected our facilitator to tell us what CI is and how to do it; this sounds 
exactly like our complaint about our students. Our idea of our goals for our 
students oft en misses that they are people like us. I only took responsibility 
for my own learning and the group’s learning after a distressing interaction 
that spurred us into action. 
  It was our shared experience that many students want to know what they need to 
know for the test but do not seem engaged in making meaning of the content. 
 5. Our initial question highlights a certain (unresolvable?) tension between 
our values as educators and the values of our students. Our students are mak-
ers of knowledge. They have decided to come to college, they buy cell phones and 
technology, many of them raise children, and many of them have commitments 
that dwarf our own personal responsibilities. What we want is for them to become 
makers of a very specific kind of knowledge. To a large extent, we’re asking our 
student to value peer review and editorial gatekeeping, rather than crowdsourcing. 
When we ask them to value peer review and editorial gatekeeping as the standards 
of proof on which to build knowledge, we are asking them to make knowledge in 
new ways. 
reFLeC TIOnS
At one of our last meetings, we considered whether any of us would attempt Collabo-
rative Inquiry again. With a sense of the emotional investment and work, would we feel 
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comfortable trying to bring it to our departments? The answers were mixed. As Coryell 
(2013) stated, “Learning about new ways of understanding is rarely easy or comfortable” 
(p. 309). Some of us found the process too painful to try to repeat; the vulnerability was 
overwhelming. Others said that it was worth the discomfort to learn and develop and 
grow. One of us reflected on her initial, almost utopian, ideal of what CI would be like: 
I believed that Collaborative Inquiry presented itself as the vehicle for per-
sonal transformation. In this forum, we would be free to express ourselves 
in all our strengths and weaknesses, and we would be accepted, regardless. 
We would be able to use the synergy of the group to generate ideas and to 
explore possibilities. We would become fast friends and develop deep rich 
relationships with the other participants. 
The CI process gave us a heightened self- awareness, so that we could see the emo-
tional and personal barriers that had prevented us from solving the problems that were 
visible at an intellectual level. As we began to alter our perceptions through increased scru-
tiny, we began to alter our practices. We were discomforted by the heightened awareness 
to different degrees. In our final analyses, the word “vulnerable” came up over and over 
again.
Ultimately, we all agreed that CI increased our humility in approaching our colleagues 
and students. The difficulty of the process reminded us that students find knowledge mak-
ing as difficult and uncomfortable as we do—even though the CI structure is not one we 
would use for students in our classes. The experience of not having answers in advance 
is always frustrating, and the search is oft en unavoidably painful. CI reminded us to help 
ourselves and our students to see the light at the end of the tunnel; it is never the light 
that was expected, but it is light nevertheless.
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